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25 extraordinary destinations that combine a sustainable nature experience with adventure and comfort
Glamping for the seasoned traveller: from the Pushkar Camel Fair in India to the Coquillade Village in France
Stunning photography by renowned travel photographer Reto Guntli
For adventurers who love nature but desire comfort, and all those who want to support and protect local communities when
they travel
How can we explore the world in a way that respects the environment and local communities, but do so without sacrificing comfort?
Renowned photographer Reto Guntli has photographed 25 beautiful destinations that combine sustainability, adventure, and upscale
appeal. These hotels and resorts pay strict attention to complying with climate-related standards such as avoiding greenhouse gas
emissions, conserving resources, and eliminating plastic. They all support the local people and are committed to preserving cultural
heritage. Fantastic destinations such as the Genghis Khan Retreat in Mongolia, the Beau Rivage Palace in Switzerland, eco-lodges near
Siwa Oasis in Egypt and the Finca Serena in Portugal offer a variety of activities and opportunities for relaxation, surrounded by the
breathtaking beauty of nature.
Text in English and German.
Swiss photographer Reto Guntli leaves no continent out as he travels for book productions, hotel shoots, and magazine features on
architecture, interiors, people, art, design, and travel. Many of the world’s leading hotel groups and resorts hire him to shoot their
branding/advertising photography and campaigns. Publishing over 50 books in the last 20 years, he has set a record as one of the most
accomplished photographers of luxurious lifestyles in the world’s great cities. Agi Simoes is internationally recognised for his
photography of interiors, architecture, and travels. As co-photographer he has worked with Reto Gentli on many book projects.
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